Clicking inside the polygon with the Node tool

Right now, one needs to click on the edge of the polygon. This is rather inconvenient, because a) you have to aim hard and b) if you don’t see the whole polygon and you click on the adjacent boundary between two you don’t really know which ones nodes you’ve just activated.

Example (guess which polygon’s nodes are activated): [http://gis-lab.info/images/screenshots/20110417-87o-14kb.jpg](http://gis-lab.info/images/screenshots/20110417-87o-14kb.jpg)

One should be able to click inside the polygon and have nodes selected.

To delete a part of a multipolygon, you have to click on one of its vertices, which might be a problem if you have a set of contiguous (parts of) polygons.

Pull request proposed: [https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/pull/2388](https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/pull/2388)

The user can select the feature to edit by clicking inside the polygon.